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FOREWORD
Although much of the material in this thesis was 
gathered from official reports and correspondence of the 
United States Air Force and subordinate units, the opin­
ions and deductions are strictly the personal Interpre­
tation of the author and do not necessarily represent 
the views of the United States Air Force or any of its 
subordinate units# None of the material contained herein 
falls in the category of information affecting the National 
Defense of the United States as defined by Espionage Laws 
Title 18, use, Sections 793 and 79^#
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CHATTER I
I. THE PROBLEM
Statement of the nrotlem» The purpose of thia study 
is to investigate some of the factors which influence the 
scores made by Air Force Reserve Officers' Training Corps 
students on the annual achievement examinations*
Importance of the study* The Importance to the nation 
of military preparedness at this time in our history Is more 
or less an incontestable subject* On the matter of how mili­
tary preparedness shall be maintained there is considerable 
difference of opinion* Regardless of the exact allocation of 
military resources between army, navy, and air, it is apparent 
that for the next decade the United States is obliged to main­
tain a sizeable Air Force*
In order to officer this Air Force, thousands of young 
men must be trained each year for positions of leadership*^ 
West Point, Annapolis, and Officers' Candidate Schools can fur- 
nigh but a small percentage of the numbers needed; the vast 
majority must come from the Air Force Reserve Officers* Train­
ing Corps in civilian colleges and universities*^
Annual Report of the Secretary of the Air Force, 19^,p* 166.
^ Second Report of the Secretary of Defense and AnrataJ,. Reports of the Secretary of Army, Navy, and Air Force, 1 49,
P* 274,
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The tlma allotted to AF ROTC tralnini^ In the under­
graduate curriculum Is comparatively small* In most schools 
between 10 and 20 per cent of the credit hours required for 
graduation can be gained through ROTC* Yet "v/hen students 
graduate they are often called to duty in the military ser­
vice on assignments requiring specialized training, leadership, 
judgment and responsibility* Consequently, the AF ROTC 
training must be effective; the national security cannot afford 
it to be otherwise*
As a device to check on the effectiveness of the AF RCTC, 
an annual testing program Is administered by Headquarters, 
Continental Air Command* Only by an understanding and apprecia­
tion of the many complex factors which influence the scores 
made by students taking these examinations can the basis be 
laid for a proper evaluation*
Preview of remainder of thesis* Subsequent chapters will 
deal with the history and development of the AF ROTC program, 
its present organization and methods of operation. The Con^'C 
testing program vill be described to include a discussion of 
the objectives of the program and the routine measures commonly 
taken to Implement the program*
The main body of the thesis will elaborate on the special 
features of the AF ROTC which affect the operation of an exter­
nal testing program and will contain an analysis of the factors 
'fcdiich affect the examination results* The data î lli be inter­
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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preted and généralisai tien$ drawn concerning the effect­
iveness of the evaluation program in accomplishing its sta­
ted objectives#
The final chapter will consist of a summary and con­
clusions based on points previously discussed and will con­
tain recommandations whereby improvements in the evaluation 
program and in the AF ROTC might be made#
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAFTEH II 
HISTORY OF AF ROTC UNDER ARHY CONTROL 
Until 1 July 19^9 the AF ROTC, when It existed at all,
I
was a subordinate part of the Army ROTC. Established In 19^1 
as Air Service ROTC, the program which was designed to bring 
reserve personnel In the Air Corps staggered on under budge­
tary limitations and War Department domination until 1932 when 
it finally was forced out of existence. The "coup de grace” 
was the Army Appropriations Act of 1933 which prohibited the 
use of funds appropriated to the Army for the maintenance of 
Air ROTC, dental, veterinarian, or other units not members of 
existing units of the Army on Kay 1932.^
At the close of World War II the ROTC was reorganized 
and the prohibitions of the Army Appropriations Act of 1933 
were removed# Starting in 1 9 ^  and continuing through 19̂ 7̂ 
and 1948 new units of Air ROTC were instituted at colleges 
and universities throughout the United States. These imlts 
were under the supervision and control of the Army.^
^ Frice D. Rice, History end Develonment of thp AF RCTC Program. (Master's Thesis, The American University, k'ashlngton, 3d. C., 1951), p. 15.
^ Ibid.. p. 317.
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DEVELOPMENT Oï? AP ROTC OIh'DER AIH F-'ORCB CONTROL
In accordance with provisions of the National Security 
Act of 19^7 which provided for an autonomous Air Force the 
responsibility for the Air ROTC was changed from Army to Air 
Force* Control of the AF ROTC program was transferred first 
at higher echelons of command and by 1 July 19^9 was to be 
complete at Institutional level* At that time the control of 
the Army senior officer terminated and the AF ROTC became an 
Independent unit under the direct control and supervision of 
the United States Air Force*
The organization for administration of the program is 
as indicated in Figure 1* At the operational or Institutional 
level the Professor of Air Science and Tactics is the responsible 
officer* He operates under the dual control of institutional 
authorities and higher Air Force command* The P/S&T la respon- 
sible militarily to Headquarters of a numbered Air Force * The 
numbered Air Force exercises supervision and control over the 
PAS&T*s and negotiates with university authorities on natters 
beyond the Jurisdiction of the PASfiT’s* Continental Air Command 
exercises supervision and control over the numbered Air Forces 
and is the major air command responsible for the AF ROTC* As 
such they initiate the evaluation program and promulgate much 
of the policy concerning the AF ROTC# Headquarters 0SAT exor­
cises overall supervision of the AF KOTO program and reserves
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Chief of Staff United States Air Fore©
PAS&TforAF ROTC Unit
Special Assistant for Reserve Forces
Com, General Deputy forContinentalAir Command Reserve Forces
Deputy for . Reserve Forces
Director of AF ROTC
Com, General Director ofNumberedAir Force AF ROTC
FIGURE 1 
ORGANIZATION FOR ADMINISTRATION 
OF TEE AF ROTC
NOTE* For the sake of simplicity, all graphs, charts, and illustrations are referred to as Figures throughout the body of the thesis*
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to Itself îh® broad pollcy-raaklng fimctlons# high level co-­
ordination within the Department of Defense, and contacts 
with educational Institutions and societies.^
Participating in t>ie AF ROTC program at the time of 
this study are 127 colleges and universities in continental 
United States and Hawaii#^ The curriculum is comprised of 
general and specialized subject matter; the general subjects 
are taught in all units whereas only part of the specialized 
training Is offered in any one institution* The specialized 
training is organized into seven different career fields as 
followsj Administration and Logistics, Aircraft Maintenance 
Engineering, ArmamentAir Installations, Comptroller, and 
Communications* Insofar as is possible the career training 
options are so distributed among the colleges and universities 
as to allow a maximum number of students to receive train rg 
in an Air Force specialty which corresponds with their bacca­
laureate academic major* Thus an institution with a large 
Business Administration school would be the appropriate loca­
tion for the Air Force Administration and Logistics career 
training option and in an Institution which had a strong
3 Air Force Manual 1 October 1950, Tnsti tutÎ oral.Phase AF ROTC Program, p* 9#
^ Second Annual Report of the Secretary of Defense, pn. cit., p. 27^•
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school In electronic engineering * its Air Force counterpart 
would appropriately offer the commtmlcations option*
The cnirrlcnl'iim for the AF ROTC comes down through 
Air Force channels to the PAS&T*. It Is complete with a 
series of lesson guides which conveniently break the required 
subjects down into a suggested number of Instructional hours 
and suggested number of pages in the text for each assign­
ment* The PA8&T Is allowed to deviate 15" per cent from the 
suggested allocation of time to provide for local contin­
gencies as he sees fit* Scheduling is left up to each PAS&7 
who arranges his program as may be necessary to meet local 
conditions*
The regular staff of AF ROTC units consists of officers 
and airmen on duty with the tJSAF* The criteria for selection 
as PAS&T areI among other requirements, as follows :^ Regular 
Air Force, age between 27 and years, rated pilot, college 
degree (desirable) and acceptable by the institution# Other 
officers and airmen have lesser required qualifications* The 
tour of duty at an institution is normally three years, but 
exigencies of the service often shorten or lengthen the stan­
dard assignment period* Host officers and some airmen receive 
a course of instruction at the Academic Instructors* School
^ Air Force Regulation 35-56
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prior to coming on BOTC duty.
Supervision of the program by higher headt?narters 
takes the form of occasional visits. Inspections, reports, 
and an annual achievement examination. Approximately once 
each academic quarter or semester a representative from the 
numbered Air Force makes a supervisory visit to each unit, 
confers with university authorities and observes the con-» 
duct of the AF ROTC training. Once each year during the 
final quarter or semester the numbered Air Force sends in 
an inspection team which examines all aspects of the unit’s 
operation# Prom time to tine special visitors from ConAC 
and Headquarters ÜSAF visit selected AF BOTC units on visits 
of supervisory and Informative nature*
THE Ai:mAL AP ROTC TRAINING EVALUATION BY ConAC
The purposes of the Annual AP ROTC Training Evaluation 
by the AP ROTC Directorate Headquarters, Continental Air 
Command, are expressed In the following quotations from the 
official report;^
"While the central purpose of the Annual Continental Air Command Achievement Examinations is to provide one measure of how well students have mastered selected phases of prescribed curriculum with respect to prescribed standards, the results of these tests will serve to in­dicate the directions in which improvements may be made*To this end a diagnostic profile for each school has been accomplished# The tests will also provide a
^ Air Force ROTC, Training Evaluation Report, Academic Year 19^9-19î?0, Headquarters Continental Air Commana, rreface, p* XII*
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Continental Air Coranand-wlde. school stfmdinft which will serve to stimulate the competitive* spirit of all concerned* The proper application of the results of the annual achievement examinations should thus Ide and motivate achievement in ‘he coming academic year toward higher standards of proficiency* In addition to the application of all test results for mainten­ance of standards, the selection of students, the guidance of instruction, and motivation of learning, certain analysis of tesi results have been made for significant administrative purposes*
"Lastly, the results of all examinations and tests will be used to perform necessary research In perti— nent areas where the îmowledge will be useful for specific developmental programs, and in other areas where there appears to be promise of new ideas, con­cepts, procedures and techniques for AF ROTC use • ♦
The scope of the ConAC examinations covers each subject 
of the entire course as outlined in Figure' 2 and also covers 
the specialised Air Force courses which are not discussed in 
this thesis* The procedure for the construction of the exa­
minations is standardized as follows :
1* The AF ROTC staff section at ConAC determines the 
number of test items which will be constructed on each segment 
of each subject of the AF ROTC courses* All questions are 
required to be multiple-choice type with four options*
2* The above information is forirarded to each of the 
numbered Air Forces* Each numbered Air Force is required to 
submit one complete set of examination questions to ConAC#
3* Each numbered Air Force contacts its AF ROTC units 
and requires them to submit certain parts of the ConAC exsrlna- 
tion* IVhen the returns are complete each Air Force has auoroxl-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Air _ Instructional Examcienee " Honrs Items
I ïcadei-^hin--... ' - 'Military LeadershipMilitary CourtesySchool of the Soldier without ArmsDrill for Foot Soldiers 30 25CeremoniesInterior GuardMilitary Customs and Rules of Conduct,Wearing the Uniform, Awards and Decora­tionsIntroduction to Military Science MilitaryOrganTzation Military Policy of the United States Evolution pf WarfareMaps and Aerial Photographs 45 45First AidMilitary Psychology and Personnel ManagementElements of National PowerGeographical Foundations of National PowerMilitary Mobilization and Demobilization 15 10
II LeadershinY Drill^ and Exercise of Command Introduction to Annlied Air Power 30^ 0Aerodynamics and Propulsion 9 15Meteorology and Navigation 9 10Applied Air Power 9 15
  ^ --------- T T- ^  OLogistics 10 16Air Ouerations 17 24
lV “' " tie ^ id e rship^  , and Exercise of Command 30 ” ' "" b'Military Teachî^ Methods (and AF  ̂administration) *10 or 22* 21Air Force Management 20 19
Student3 In AF BOTC Career Training Administration and Logistics took 22 hours of Teaching Methods in lieu of lO hours Teaching Methods and
FIGURE 2 
GENERAL COimSES AF RCTC
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mately four complet# sets of examination Questions» The 
questions are screened by AF BOTC field personnel designated 
by the Air Force, and one set of examination questions is 
selected* In all cases the individuals in the AF ROTC units 
who instruct In the various courses are required to construct 
the examination questions in the subjects which they teach*
The sets of examination questions from each of the numbered 
Air Forces are forwarded to ConAC*
4* At ConAC, when the questions from all the numbered 
Air Forces are received, a similar selection procedure takes 
place, and one set of questions Is selected from the lot#
The examinations are then printed and distributed direct to 
AF ROTC units with appropriate standardized instructions for 
administering*
?# At the time the examination questions are initially 
requested from the mmbered Air Forces a memorandum is sent 
out from ConAC for distribution to the individuals who will 
be required to construct the test items* The memorandism de­
scribes the purposes of the examination, Ijhe type of questions 
desired, and reviews for the AP ROTC personnel the basic re­
commended procedures for the construction of test 1terns
^ Letter, Headquarters Continental Air Command, File ROTC 3?2.11, Subject: Preparation of AF ROTC 19^9-^0 AnhualExaminations dated 9 December 19^9, and Letter, Headquarters Continental Air Command, File ROTC 33^, Subjects AF ROTC Field Advisory Committee 19^^9-50, dated December 19^9*
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Th& anrrtial ConAC examinations are administered to all 
AF ROTC students who have had the entire year’s course» The 
examinations are administered by the local staff under pro­
cedures specified by ConAC and as near to the end of the aca­
demic year as can be arranged» Papers are corrected by the 
local staff with the aid of keys supplied with the examination) 
results are tabulated and forwarded to ConAC in accordance 
with standardized instructions»®
Letter, Headquarters Continental Air Command, File ROTC 326.6 » Subject* Administration of the AF ROTC Annual Achievement Examinations 19?0, dated I9 April 1950»
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CHAPTER III
SOURCES OF DATA, METHOD OF PROCEDURE,
TREATMENT OF FINDINGS
I. SOURCES CF DATA
The Air Force ROTC Training Evaluation Report» The 
Air Force ROTC Training Evaluation Report,Academic Year 
19lf9-.50, compiled by AF ROTC Directorate, Headquarters 
Continental Air Command, Mltchel Air Force Base, New York, 
has been consulted for the following datai
A* Scores made by AF ROTC students on ConAC annual 
achievements examinations*
B. Scores made by AF ROTC students on ACE Psycholo­
gical Examinations*
A  (^gestionnairet Copy of questionnaire which appears 
as Appendix A, was submitted to all PAS&T's in Continental 
United States* Ninety returns were received from the one 
hundred twenty-two questionnaires sent out* The following 
data were received from this source*
A* The detailed schedule of Instruction in each of tlie 
AF ROTC units*
B. The time allotted by each unit for review prior to 
ConAC examination*
Personal observations» Some of the data contained here* 
in is based on personal observations of the author during his
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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tour of duty with AF RCTC#
II. METHOD OP PROCEDURE
Relationship of recertcT of instruction to achieve^ ent 
scores: In order to investigate the effect of schedu3in{?
differences on the achievement scores the follcwlng tabula­
tions were made:
A# Schools were grouped into five categories accord­
ing to their AC" Psychological Examination Score averagen*
The purpose of this grouping was to hold constant the factor 
of mental ability izhen considering the effect of scheduling 
variations# This tabulation appears in Appendix B as Table 1#
B# In each of the five categories of mental ability 
the mean achievement scores for each school were tabulated for 
seven general subjects according to the number of months w^ilch 
had elapsed between the termination of the scheduled instruc­
tion in each subject and the ConAC examination. These tabula­
tions appear in Appendix C as Tables 1-7 and are surx’̂arized in 
Figures 3 and 4#
Relationship between ability and achievement scores: In
order to examine the relationship between the ability as measured 
by the ACE Psychological Examination score and the achievement as 
measured by the ConAC Examinations the means of the achievement 
scores of each of the five categories referred to abo e were 
compared* Results of this comparison appear graphically repre—
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Achievement Scores (Raw)
Achievement/Scores10*0
9.2
8.0 Approx Theoretical Retention of learning*
Elapsed Time in Months Between Instruction and Examination
AGE Psychological Exam* Standard Scores 91-96 
N » 25 (Max* number of cases among groupings according to ACE scores)
Data from Table 1, Appendix G
♦Assuming no review and no conflicting Intervening learning
FIGURE 3
RELATIONSin? BETWEEN RECENCY OF INSTRUCTION 
Arm ACUIEVEUENT SCORES IN AERODYNAMICS AND PROPULSION
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Achievement Scores (Raw)
18
17
lé AchievementScores
15
14 Theoretical Retention of Learning*
12
Elapsed Time In Months Between Instruction and Examination
ACE Psychological Exam, Standard Scores 98-105 N • 14, (Max. number of cases among groupings according to ACE scores)
Data from Table 6, Appendix C
♦Assuming no review and no conflicting intervening learning.
FIGURE 4
BELATIOr,^SHIP BET\ÆEH RECEUCY OF IKSTHIÏCTION 
Aim ACHIE7EMEMT SCORES IN TEACIURG METHODS
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sente d în Flgnr©
Effect of reviews In order to investigate the effect 
of review prior to the examinations on the score, tabulations 
were made on the followings
A* The number of schools among the respondents to the 
questionnaire which gave a review* (Figure 6*)
B* Comparison with the ConAC average of the achieve­
ment scores of schools which did not give a review* (Figure 7$) 
Discrimination among students of divergent backrounds:
In order to investigate the manner in which the ConAC examina­
tion discriminates between students of divergent backgrounds 
the achievement of students In Air Science II, General Subjects, 
was examined to determine how students with technical back­
grounds faired on ConAC examinations covering technical subject 
The achievement of these schools having sizeable numbers of 
students of this category in their enrollments were compared 
with the average achievement of all the schools in the program* 
(Figure 8*)
III. TREATMENT OF FINDINGS
Aspects of the AF ROTC nroCTan affect:!nc the operation 
of an evaluation program; In considering the adaptability of 
the AF ROTC to an external testing program there appears no 
obvious reason why such a program would not be as successful 
in the Air Force ROTC as similar programs have been în r'any
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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High
AchievementScoresonConACExam
Low
ACE GroupACE Rang©
Per cent of total in each ACE Group
(112-120) <10?-111) (97-104) (91-96) (-91) (Standard Scores on ACE)
15 33 127 33
Legend: Aerodynamics and Propulsion (range 9*56-10*59)Meteorology and Navigation (range 5*14-6*22) ^Applied Air Power (range 8*60-10.07) __
on data from AF ROTC Training Evaluation Report, Academic Year 1949-50> Headquarters Continental Air Command*
FIGURE 5
RELATIONSHIP OF ACE PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION SCORES TO 
GENERAL ACHIEVB/ENT SCORES OK CONAC ANTTUAL EXAMINATION,
AIR SCIENCE II SUBJECTS
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Amoimt of Review Nimher of Schools %
None 37 ^7
One hour or less 21 27
Here than one hour 20 26
Based on data obtained from questionnaire. Appendix A
FIGDRE 6
EXTEÎÎT OF REVim PRIOR TO CONAC EK.MIS 
IN SEVENTY EIGHT AF ROTC UNITS
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General Subjects
Group AirScience I AirScience XI AirScience III AirScience :
All schools /2.25 /2.25 A . 5 /0.5
Schools which gave no review -.48 /1.20 -2.65 —4*45
Figures indicate differences in standard score points (H-lOO) between achievement and ability* values indicate achieve­ment greater than ability).
Based on data, from AF ROTC Training Evaluation Report^ Academic Year 19^9-50^ Headquarters Continental Air Command, and replies to questionnaire, Appendix A.
FIGURE 7
COMPARISON OF ACHIEVEÎIEFT-ABILITX DIFFERENCES OF SCHOOLS 
WHICH GAVE NO REVIEW WITH CORAC-WIDE AVERAGES
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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AS I AS II AS III AS IV
Percentage of schools scoring below ConAC-wideaverages 83 66 76 7^
Based on data from AF ROTC Training Evaluation Report, Academic Year 19^9-5^0, Headquarters Contine-’tal Air Command, and replies to cuostlonnalre, Appendix A#
FIGURE 8
AI^ALYSIS OF PROGRESS OU CONAC EXAMINATION OF 
SCHOOLS WHICH GAVE NO REVim PRIOR TO CONAC EXAMINATION
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«ilucaticnal Institutions * The Idea of a systecatîe annual 
evaluation of the educational phase of the AF ROTC pro(;ram 
appears basically good# It has Its precedents in the external 
examinations which have been standard parts of European edu­
cational techniques for the past century and which have been 
successfully employed in some American colleges and univer­
sities#.^ ■ Outside examining has certain advantages and limi­
tations which are peculiar to the AF ROTC $ Among the favorable* 
points, which are in line with the expressed purposes of tîi© 
ConAC evaluation program, are that it could possible act as 
an incentive to units in the field to cover the course material 
thoroughly, could keep units Informed of their relative 
accomplishments in comparison with other schools, thereby stimu­
lating competitive spirit and scholarship, could indicate areas 
in which improvement might be made, and could give assurance 
that higher military authorities are aware of and interested 
in the achievements of units in the field. From the standpoint 
of supervisory personnel, the outside examining program could 
be beneficial in that it increases their contacts with units 
in the field and makes them more aware of what is happening at 
institutional level, thereby enabling the supervisory echelons 
of co’TTmard to function more efficiently*
On the debit side of outside examining procedures is the
^ Edward S.* Jones, Ccurehen sive Examinai join 3 in Amorloan Oolle-eSf Eacillllan Company, hew York, 1933$ P* 229 •
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natrural tendency fOT the questions to become of a stereotyped 
naturej which situation encourages instructors to cram their 
students on specific items. Also, it has been chargicd bv 
critics that outside examining produces formalisation of in­
structional methods and often distorts the objectives of the 
instruction.^ Added to these undesirable features is the fear, 
whether justified or not, of criticism on the part of the in­
structional personnel and the effect such fear has on their 
teaching performance*
One of the professed objectives of an evaluation program 
is to gain insight into the extent of student motivation as 
indicated by examination scores. The generalization often 
follows that the student motivation is indicative of the quality 
of instruction. In the AF ROTC, student motivation is subject 
to strong and diverse factors beyond the realm of internal 
control* Students become more interested or less interested 
in their military studies according to the ups and dov/ns of the 
world military and political situation and their vulnerability 
under the Selective Service Act. Interest and enrollment have 
shown a tremendous upswing since the Korean affair. Student 
motivation in AF ROTC is also geared to the student's progress 
in other departments of the university Wliich are generally 
more importent to the student from the standpoint of his educa-
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tîonal and vocational objectives#
Another important factor beyond the control of any 
instructor, civilian or military, is the student’s financial 
status? $27 per month commutation money is a powerfiil moti­
vating force to some students, while to others it is relatively 
inconsequential# The fluctuating employment market has an 
Influence on AF ROTC motivation which increases when employment 
prospects in civilian life are poor and which decreases wt̂ en 
nearly all graduates are flooded with offers of attractive 
civilian jobs# These considerations probably outweigh anything 
an AF ROTC instructor could add to or detract from the total 
student motivation picture# Hence the possibility of error 
in judgments of instructional effectiveness based on student 
motivation Is such as to cast a doubt on the use of on ,e%temal 
testing program to evaluate teaching efficiency#
Frequent changes in personnel complicate the use of a 
testing program as a diagnostic instrument# At unit level 
instructional personnel are present In a unit only a short
f
period of time# CurrictO-um changes often produce a redistri­
bution of subjects to Instructional personnel within units in 
such a manner that It is next to Impossible to apply the results 
of a testing program to evaluate any instructor’s total efTective- 
ness from one year to the next# The cumulative effect of t^ls 
situation is to lessen the value of a testing program as a 
diagnostic instrument in making comparisons between uni.ts#
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It is observed that considering the nmber of Instruct 
tlonal hours available, a great number of new concepts are 
presented to the students in each year's work In the AF ROTC# 
Referring to Figure 2 on page 11 It Is apparent that there 
are a great number of widely divergent subjects which make 
up the curriculum# In many of these subjects the AF ROTC 
Instruction Is the student's first college experience in that 
field and it frequently comes without benefit of related 
background# Anderson and Gates express their opinion on the 
probable outcome of such a situation as follows:̂
"When material Is thoroughly learned it is less sub­ject to Interference# It seems obvious that well-learned material would be least forgotten# But the application of this principle has not been so obvious# Wîien teachers present an abundance of material which can only be learned sketchily at best, they are setting the stage for for­getting# This is contrast to the selection of a smaller body of content or fewer activities for which there Is time for thorough learning# We err at all levels of education in providing too many concepts to be under­stood with too little tl""e for thorough learning of them#"
By deduction one might assume that a comprehensive 
examination given at tbe end of the school year and covering 
the many and diversified subjects of the AF ROTC curriculum 
would probably reveal more gaps tham solid spots in the general 
understanding of ptudehts participating In such a program#
^ G# lester Anderson and Arthur I# Gates, "The General Nature of learning," National Society for the Study of Educa­tion, Forty Ninth Yearbook. Part 3.» 1950, p# 33#
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Asn^etg of the constnietion erd adr?inistra11 <̂ n of the 
ConAC Examination: In connection with the construction of
the examinations It is noted that under present procedures 
this task often falls to individuals who have only superficial 
knowledge of the subject# Usually this Is no fault of the 
individual concerned and Is not to b© taken as an inference 
that the level of competence of AF ROTC instructional personnel 
is low# However, in a program with as many divergent sub­
jects as are taught in the AF ROTC, it must be conceded that 
the instructors cannot attain the same degree of competence 
in every subject they teach which might be expected If they 
were free to narrow their field of specialization to one sub­
ject as is the case In other departments of the university*
As pointed out previously each AF ROTC unit is required 
to submit examination i t e m s F r e q u e n t l y  the questions must 
be prepared and sent to numbered Air Forces before the subject 
is taught at the institution# This situation sometime@ finds 
instructors preparing questions to test the general under­
standing of students on subjects which the instructor himself 
has only a very sketchy general under standing #
This situation also often makes impossible any testing 
of the items# When the instruction in a subject at an insti­
tution precedes the ConAC test construction, 5te'~'S which have
^  Supra, p, 10*
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been tansatIsfactory from the standpoint of validity or ro— 
liability during the normal end-of<*co\îrse examinations may 
be eliminated on the ConAC Examination. However, when the 
ConAC examination questions are composed prior to the scheduled 
instruction, no such selection of test items is possible*
Another factor which influences the construction and 
content of test items la the requirement in the instructions 
to the individuals preparing the questions that a certain 
number of items be constructed to cover certain specified 
pages in the text and that the author of the items specify 
the exact statement in the text from which his item is drawn# 
This requirement tends to produce a superficial play on words 
which results in a stereotyped test item. Discrimination in 
many of the items is so fine that even the instructors who 
teach the subjects have never yet, at the author’s institution, 
been able to score 100 per cent on an examination in their 
own subject*
Although there are few personnel in the AF ROTC who 
could be properly classified as testing specialists it appears 
that the instructions for the administration of the examination 
are clear and explicit to the point where few errors could 
creep into the results as a consequence of variation in the 
administration of the examination*I
Figures 3 end h wh:îch have been extracted from Tables 
1 and 6 , Appendix C illustrate the point that no fixed relation-
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ship exista between recency of Instruction and achievement 
scores# Inasmuch as the relationship varies with each AT 
ROTC subject considered, Figures 3 and If are merely indica­
tions of the erratic character of the relationship rather 
than examples of a specific pattern which is common to all 
subjects# A common pattern does not exist#
It is observed that the scores on subjects of techni­
cal and non-technical nature fluctuate in the same unpredic­
table manner# One might assume that there would be a differ­
ence in the pattern of retention of ‘he specific, factual, 
technical subjects such as Aerodynamics and the moi o f:enc7'a3 , 
less factual, non-technical subjects such as Teaching Methods 
and Air Force Management# McConnell brings attention to ' 
t̂  is point in his discussion on retention of different learn­
ing products#^
Relationship between ability and achievemert scores*
In the natter of the relationship between the.ability rating 
as measured by ACE Psychological Examination and the achieve­
ment scores as measured by the ConAC Examination it is observed 
that in general the students who do well in one examination 
do well on the other# The extracts from Tables 2, 3, and , 
pertaining to Air Science II subjects, bear out this point # 
Although there appears to be some inconsistency at the extreme
^ Gates, Jersild, McConnell and Cliallman, Educetd onel Psychol o.gy. The MecMllen Ccxrpany, Few York, 1 p# ̂ ^ #
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upper end of the scale, t' e t,rerd Is a-̂ p.-̂ rcnt*
Effect of revlevî On the subject of the effect of 
review on achievenent scores FIgnre 6 shows that sit ’'htly 
nore than half of the schools gave a review* Figure 7 
shows that, in every instance (Air Science I, II, III, and 
IV subjects), the combined averages of the schools which did 
not give a review were materially below the ConAC (national) 
-average* The averages herein referred to are averages of the 
differences between standard scores of ability and ach^ove- 
nent* Thus, referring to Figure 7, on the ConAC examtretJons, 
students In Air Science I, ConAC wide, averaged 2*25 standard 
score points above their ability (ACE) scores whereas the Air 
Science I students In the schools î/hich did not give a review 
averaged *48 standard score points below tholr ability scores* 
Figure 8 also shows that In each suhlect the great 
majority of the schools which did not give a review fell, below 
the CorAC average* For example, in Air Science I subjects,
83 per cent of the schools ^jhich did not give a review fell 
below the ConAC average, whereas only 17 per cent were able 
to equal or surpass it#
Appendix D centaines a detailed tabulation of the 
achievement ability differences in standard scores by academic 
year of the 39 schools which professed to have given no review, 
Examination of the table shows that in a great majority of the 
cases the achievement scores arr bolow the ability scores*
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Minus values In the în^.lcate achleveneiit holow ability.
A summary of Appendix D appears in Figure 9* It Is observed 
that over half of the schools which gave no review wore below 
ConAC averages on at least three out of four academic ye'jTS* 
work and that 21 per cent wore below on all four years work.
Ana ta si and Foley in their discussion of cliangcs in 
the nature of tests brought about by repetition support the 
implication that changes are also possible as a result of 
pointed review. It appears possible that without descending 
to the level of unethical practices a unit could give its 
students a culck review of previous years* examination items 
and thereb’'.' materially raise the examination scores, Cuch 
a .situation suggests that t'-ie examination could become a 
matter of rote memory as a result of the methods used to 
prepare for it,
Piscrimlnatlon between groups with diver.gent baclrri-ourds: 
Nine hours of instruction in the subject of Aerodynamics and 
Propulsion can hardly be expected to give a student much in­
sight into the subject, A student who hvs had little or no 
engineering background or previous instruction in that subject 
probably would not be able to stand a very close examinatl-n#
A student'with a good engineering bad:ground should be able
^ Anne AnastasI and John P. Foley, Jr., Differential Psychology, The MacMillan Company, New York, 3.9ÏÏ̂ 9̂ '’
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Equal or above ConAC average in all four years 
gênerai subjects 6^
Equal or above ConAC average In three years 
general subjects 15^
Equal or above ConAC average in two years 
gener:.! subjects .
Below ConAC average in three years general 
subjects
Below ConAC average In all four years general 
subjects 2.1.%
FIIDBE 9
ACHiEVEÎÆKT RECOUD OF SCHOOLS VJHICÎÏ DID HO'T GIVE 
A REVIEW PRIOR TO CONAC EXAiMINATIONS
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to,score concieerc.tly prov: of coiirre, that
the examination is an accurate rseasiire of M s  knowledr'o of 
the subject*
Figure 10 indicates the achievement in the general
subjects of Air Science II by students in schools having a
7sizeable number of students with technical backgrounds*
The percentage of students >jlth tochnica? backgrounds varies 
froTG about thirty to one hundred per cent of the local ROTC
penrollment, depending upon t’ e individual school- The fact 
that the students have a technical■background is inferred by 
their presence in a tec'mlcal career tralnln,g option of f-’O 
AF FOTC where such a background is a prerequisite for or roll** 
mont*^
The Air Science II General Examinations was chosen as 
a basis for comparison because it is composed of predominately 
technical subjects* Forty items make up the examination's as 
follows :
Part 1 - Aerodynajnlcs Propulsion (I!? items)
Part 2 -r Heteorolo,gy and Navigation (10 items)
Part 3 - Applied Air Power (15 items)
Apparently this examination should favor students with 
technical academic backgrounds* Examination of the items
. I I I .  - I — , '" *  -  ■ ■ — — . . I
f Air Force ROTC Training Lv ! nation Report, op* clt*. Chapter 3, pp* 10-V5*
^ Ibid*. pp. 10-Î+5,
9 Air Force Manual, »f5-2, cit., p. 27*
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FIGHRK 10
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suggests that the mibjects cor’posing the above examination 
have many "eoTnmon components” or "Identical elements” ■which 
are present In the other studies pursued by students who are 
majoring in technical or scientific fields* A second obser­
vation suggests that the interest pattern of these students 
would be such as to make them receptive to instruction In the 
above subjects* Thus the possibilities for transfer of 
training^^ and superior motlvatlon^^ are no doubt present 
with these.students to a greater degree than could be expec­
ted with students with non-technical backgrounds* Especially 
should this examination favor these students enrolled in 
Aircraft Maintenance Engineering who are predominately Aero­
nautical or Mechanical Engineering students*
Figure 10 reveals» however, that a technical academic 
background is no asset in answering questions on technical sub­
jects on the AP ROTC annual achievement examinations# The 
presence of sizeable numbers of Aircraft Maintenance Engineer­
ing students among the enrollment did not result in even an 
average standing for fifty per cent of the schools in wh^ch 
such students were present*
It is apparent that the examination in the subjects
^ Howard L* Kingsley, The Nature and Conditions of Learning, Prentice Hall, New York, 19M-9, p. #
Lee J* Cronbach, Essentials of Psvcholop-ical Testjn^# Harper Brothers, New York, p. 35Ü7
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covered tsy Air Science II General does not reflect the eater 
general understanding of technical students# By deduction, 
the implication is strong that the examination measures the 
ability to identify or discriminate between paraphrased state­
ments fro"’ the text or to identify statements which were the 
approved answers in t'e examinations of previous years* Under 
such conditions, differences in academic bac^'grounds diminish 
as determining factors of success in the examination, wîille 
the factors of memory and general linguistic ability come 
into ascendancy*
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CHAPTER IV
SUîîMAF.Y Aim CONCLUSIONS
I* 8UUHARY OF FINDINGS 
Concerning the peculiar aspects of the AF ROTC 
which affect the operation and utility of an examining 
program the following points have been noted:
1. Operation of an external testing program in 
the AF ROTC appears to have many of the advantages and dis­
advantages which similar programs have had elsewhere pre­
viously*
2$ Student motivation is probably influenced by 
outside factors other than those under the control or in­
fluence of the AF ROTC staff.
3#' Mobility of personnel end curriculum changes 
disrupt the continuity of the evaluation effort ard make 
Interpretation more difficult.
hm The scope of the curriculum is wide and time * 
alloted for instruction is comparitively short.
With respect to the construction and administration 
of the examinations it is noted that:
1. Individuals constructing the items often lack 
broad comprehensive knowledge of their subject.
2. Examination items are of standard form, and 
each item is lifted from specified pages of the assigned text.
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3. Time is often Insufficient to perrlt testing 
of items before Incorporation Into the ConAC examination*
4, Administration, scoring, and grading Is 
standard for all units.
Analysis of the examination scores reveals the fol­
lowing points:
1. . Scheduling differences do not affect the 
scores in any predictable manner. The pattern of retention 
Is so erratic as to defy interpretation on the basis of 
previous observations in studies of retention of various types 
of learning.
2. There is an obvious positive relationship 
between success on the ACE Psychological Examination and suc­
cess on the ConAC examinations.
3* The effect of review is apparent. Schools 
which do not review fare poorly in comparison with national 
averages.
Discrimination between groups with divergent 
backgrounds is not apparent*
II. CONCLUSIONS AND BF.COll'ENDATIONS 
It Is difficult to say just what the ConAC examina­
tions measure. It appears that many of the items are unsatis­
factory as evidenced by the fact that the examinations show 
extreme sensibility to short periods of review æ  d do n-t
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discriminatô .between groims vrith divergent bcckgrornds. It 
has been observed that tîiere is no consistent relationship 
between recency of instruction and achievement scores*
Due to the extremely broad scope of the curriculum, 
there are a great many concepts to be learned ard very little 
time to devote to each of many subjects# This indicates the 
possibility that there is very little real understanding to 
measure ard t at the examination scores are measures of some­
thing other than understanding of the subject* The positive 
relationship between ACE scores and ConAC scores gives rise 
to the assumption that the examinations are heavily loaded 
with similar or identical factors* Inasmuch as it is gener­
ally conceded that the ACE Psychological Examination, Ilk® 
most scholastic aptitude tests, is highly verbal,^ it follows 
that the ConAC examinations may likewise be highly verbal in 
character and to a considerable degree may measure general 
linguistic ability#
The circumstances under which the examinations are 
constructed, ^# ^* , according to standard form, from spoclfied 
portions of the text, by individuals "vAio often jack broad 
general knowledge of the subject, with a handy file of the 
items from previous years, suggest that an examination pro­
duced under such conditions might well be of a stereotyped
Cronbach. Essentials of Psvcholorical Testing, on* ÇÜ., pp. 276-277. ----------
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nature# Such an examination, based more on accurate reference 
and identification of the material as presented in the text 
than on understanding of the general principles Involved, 
would probably be sensitive to review*
Better test items ml^ht possibly be produced if their 
construction were entrusted only to individuals who are espec-» 
iallÿ qualified in the field in wîilch they are required to 
compose questions* It has been pointed out t^at the qualifi­
cations of a general examiner are above and beyond those re­
quired of an instructor*^ Also it is suggested that improve­
ment in the items might be affected by departing completely 
from the assigned text in the construction of the examination# 
The suggestion that the extremely broad scope of the 
curriculum of the AF ROTC produces an extremely vague under­
standing of the subject matter is not conclusively proved or 
disproved* However, the Implication remains that the concepts 
presented are too numerous to permit meaningful and lasting 
understanding* It thus appears that the AF ROTC curriculum 
is over-ambitious and probably should be shortened in scope#
By requiring the students to complete in other departments of 
the university certain courses of interest to the Air Force, 
the AF ROTC would divest itself of certain subjects which it 
is not particularly qualified to teach in the ''3rst place a d
^ Jones, Comprehensive Examinations in American Colle"c'S, MacMillan Company, Rew York, 1933, cit*, p# 229*
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would Increase Its capability oT concentrating on rcralnlng 
subjects. Other subjects could be re-oved fron the curri­
culum and covered by an Indoctrination course at sum'T̂ er ca.np
or at the first duty station.
There may be certain values in the AF ROTC external 
testing program as operated by ConAC but its value as a 
diagnostic instrument is limited by the circumstances peculiar 
to the AF ROTC and by shortcomings in the examination itself.
As long as no serious attempt is made to aopralse instructional 
efficiency in field uni'-s of the AF ROTC on the basis of the 
ConAC Examinations alone, there appears little or no justi­
fication of fears that the undesireable aspects of an external 
testing program^ are inevitable in this attempt of the Air
Force to improve its RQTC program.
3 Sunra» PP* 2 3-2H-<
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APPENDIX A Mf
This questionnaire was submitted to 123 AF RCTC units» Eighty-flve replies were received.
Q U E S T I O N N A I R E
^  w *  w r  ^  M v  « W .  . ■ *  w #  • " - »  —
Name of College or Université
Code No. on 
ConAC Trng 
Eval Report
Note; THIS questionnaire REFERS TO THE SCHOOL YEAR 1949-1950.
Item 1; Concerns the length of time-between the normal, scheduled instruction
in each of the general subjects and the ConAC Examination, It is
desired to investigate the relationship between the elapsed time
and the achievement scores.
Indicate by placing an "X" in the appropriate column the number 
of months v#hich intervened between the normal, scheduled instruc­
tion and the ConAC Annual Exaiaination, ■
T
Courses
AIR SCIENCE I
Part Leadership ̂ MIMIH. .1# I I#» I n— ---- — Eart^_,J[nt_tp Ilil Ssi_____
T.ril Orff 
_______ ' nil Policy of U. s.
Evolution of Warfare 
I laps & Aerial photos 
First A id  ' ____
nil Psychology Personnel
Part 3, El of Natl Power
Geographical Fdns of Natl 
_.PoTlsr.___________ ________
nil Mobilization & Demob
AIR_SCPNCE II 
part 1, Aeroc
Number of Months 
Between instruction and ConAC Exam 
1 ' z T f l  4l  5 6"i'7 fS 19
[- yn & proppart 2, net & Nav 
Part 3# App Air Pnrr
AIR SCIENCE III 
Part 1, Log 
Part 2, Air Oper
AIR SCipiCE_.IV, ______________
Part 1, Teaching Methods & Adm'— ---
ir
—
.J--
i t-I
; T " T
T ■
1! I I
1---
!
1____
(
1 ""1
_ _ J
(over)
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Item 2; Concerns the academic qualifications of entering freshman
students at your institution, jt is desired to investigate 
the relative quality of AFROTC students as compared tjith 
. ■ ' other students in your college or university,
(a) Fill out the following table as applicable ;
Academic Achievement Test Given to 
 Entering Freghmen
Raw Score Average
 ( M ® ^ _ ___
Percentile 
Rank on 
Natl Norms
(b) indicate whether the ACE Psychological Exam scores which were Reported for your fresîvuen on ConAC report were obtained in 
the majority of cases by test given at beginning or end of 
freshman ’ year, ,
Check appropriate square.
Majority were tos ted at 
bej^inhing of freshman year. I_ 1
Majority were tested at 
end of freshman year.. .
Item 3: 
(.) 
(b)
Did your detachment conduct a- review? 
prior to ConAC Exaia? Yes |' } No C 3
If the answer above is yes, indicate the âppa^imate time given 
to review,. '
Check here if you would lilce^a cofgr of : the completed thesis,
■ ■' " ' ' ■  CÜ1  ' : :
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APPENDIX B
DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE SCOPES 0?T ACE P3YCF0L0GICAL 
EXAI'-ilHATI or: OP AF RCTC UNITS WUICM REPÎJFD TO 
QUESTION!'ATRE, APPI3ÎTDIX A
Kismber of SchoolsACE Scores ♦ ACE Croup ** Air Science II III IV
130-112 1 5 8 5
111-106 2 8 11 15
IO5-9B 3 25 33 2h
97-92 If 23 16 10
91-80 5 12 12 11
* Standard Scores, M *» 100, Norms based on all AF ROTO students in all schools of the AP RCTC.
** Arbitrary grouping used as a basis of comparison in Appendix C,
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APPENDIX D
ACniEVErraiT SCORES 0? SCHOOLS WHICH GAVE NO REVIEW 
COMPARED WITH THEIR ABILITY SCORES
AF HOTC General Subjects, Total years workAcademic Year aboveConAC AverageSchool AS I AS II AS III AS IV(Frosh) < Soph) (Junior) (Senior)
1 -35 22 8 2 All four2 1 4 1 1 All four
3 23 38 8 —4 ThreeÎ+ 10 3 r r/ Three
5 -7 8 18 12 Three
6 -13 0 0 2 Three7 2 2 -11 7 Three8 il2 —4 7 3 Two9 17 -6 29 —3 Two10 -1 5 -7 2 Two11 4 5 -20 -13 Two12 -9 3 -1 1] Two13 -15 5 4 -13 Two14 6 18 -18 -15 Two1$ 0 2 —2 -2 Two16 -13 -13 15 -15 One17 2 4 . -4 —12 One18 -10 16 -1 -17 One19 16 -11 -32 —24 One20 9 —2 -12 One21 3 -10 -1 One22 0 -18 4 One23 •“8 -10 1 -1 On©24 0 -1 -27 -15 One1 -14 -15 -12 One26 m»4 1 -14 -14 One27 -3 -17 -7 -11 Rone28 -10 -4 -5 -4 Rone29 -1 -2 —5 -4 Rone30 —6 -1 -1 -17 None31 -17 -9 -16 -9 None32 -13 -10 -5 -6 None33 -11 -20 -14 -15 Rone
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APPEKDIX D (contin-ued) '
ACHIEVEI'EKT SCORES OF SCHOOLS WHICH GAVE MO RÈVIEIV
CO:PARLD WITH THEIR ABILITY SCORES
Motes:
1. Figures on atove chart are differences in standardscores, M « 100, norms based on scores rade by all AF ROTC students in all schools of AF HOTC program. Positive values indicate achiever.-eat greater than ability.
2. Schools which appear in this tabulation representthe complete list of those which indicated on questionnaire, Appendix A, that they gave no review prior to ConAC examination and on which data was available for all four years of instruction.
3. Data is extracted from Training i:valuati'"n Report,Academic Year l9*+9-pO, Headquarters, Continental Air Command.
hm Achievement scores are based on results of ConACAnnual Examinations. Ability scores are based on results of ACE Psychological Examination.
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